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Implementing ProcessesImplementing Processes

Review: ThreadsReview: Threadsvsvs. Processes. Processes
1. Theprocessis akernel abstractionfor an

independent executing program.
includes at least one “thread of control”

also includes a private address space (VAS)
- VAS requires OS kernel support

often the unit of resource ownership in kernel
- e.g., memory, open files, CPU usage

2. Threads may share an address space.
Threads have “context” just like vanilla processes.

- thread context switchvs. process context switch

Every thread must exist within some process VAS.

Processes may be “multithreaded” with thread
primitives supported by a library or the kernel.

data

data
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QuestionsQuestions

A process is an execution of a program within a private
virtual address space (VAS).

1. What are the system calls to operate on processes?

2. How does the kernel maintain the state of a process?
Processes are the “basic unit of resource grouping”.

3. How is the process virtual address space laid out?
What is the relationship between the program and the process?

4. How does the kernel create a new process?
How to allocate physical memory for processes?

How to create/initialize the virtual address space?

Nachos Exec/Exit/Join ExampleNachos Exec/Exit/Join Example

Execparent Execchild

Join Exit

SpaceID pid = Exec(“myprogram”, 0);
Create a new process running the
program “myprogram”. Note: in
Unix this is two separate system
calls: fork to create the process
andexecto execute the program.

int status = Join(pid);
Called by the parent to wait for a
child to exit, and “reap” its exit
status. Note: child may have
exited before parent calls Join!

Exit(status);
Exit with status, destroying
process. Note: this is not the
only way for a proess to exit!.
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Mode Changes for Exec/ExitMode Changes for Exec/Exit

Syscall traps and “returns” are not always paired.
Exec“returns” (to child) from a trap that “never happened”

Exit system call trap never returns

system may switch processes between trap and return

In contrast, interrupts and returns are strictly paired.

Exec
call

Exec
entry to

user space

Exit
call

Exec
return

Join
call

Join
returnparent

child

transition from user to kernel mode (callsys)

transition from kernel to user mode (retsys)

Execenters the child by
doctoring up a saved user

context to “return” through.

Process InternalsProcess Internals

+ +
user ID

process ID
parent PID

sibling links
children

virtual address space process descriptor

resources

thread

stack

Each process has a thread
bound to the VAS.

The thread has a saved user
context as well as a system

context.

The kernel can manipulate
the user context to start the

thread in user mode
wherever it wants.

Process state includes
a file descriptor table,
links to maintain the
process tree, and a

place to store the exit
status.

The address space is
represented bypage

table, a set of
translations to physical

memory allocated from a
kernelmemory manager.

The kernel must
initialize the process

memory with the
program image to run.
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Review: TheReview: TheVirtual Address SpaceVirtual Address Space

A typical process VAS space includes:

• user regions in the lower half

V->P mappings specific to each process

accessible to user or kernel code

• kernel regions in upper half

shared by all processes

accessible only to kernel code

• Nachos:process virtual address space
includes only user portions.

mappings change on each process switch

text

data

BSS

user stack

args/env

0

data

kernel text
and

kernel data

2n-1

2n-1

0x0

0xffffffff

A VAS for a private address space system (e.g.,
Unix) executing on a typical 32-bit architecture.

The Birth of a ProgramThe Birth of a Program

int j;
char* s = “hello\n”;

int p() {
j = write(1, s, 6);
return(j);

}

myprogram.c

compiler

…..
p:

store this
store that
push
jsr _write
ret
etc.

myprogram.s

assembler data

myprogram.o

linker

object
file

data program

(executable file)
myprogram

datadatadata

libraries
and other

objects
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What’s in an Object File or Executable?What’s in an Object File or Executable?

int j = 327;
char* s = “hello\n”;
char sbuf[512];

int p() {
int k = 0;
j = write(1, s, 6);

return(j);
}

text

dataidata

wdata

header

symbol
table

relocation
records

Used by linker; may be
removed after final link
step andstrip.

Header “magic number”
indicates type of image.

Section tablean array
of (offset, len, startVA)

programsections

program instructions
p

immutable data (constants)
“hello\n”

writable global/static data
j, s

j, s ,p,sbuf

The Program and the Process VASThe Program and the Process VAS

text

dataidata
wdata

header

symbol
table

relocation
records

program

text

data

BSS

user stack

args/env
kernel

data

process VAS

sections segments

BSS
“Block Started by Symbol”
(uninitialized global data)
e.g., heap andsbufgo here.

Args/env strings copied
in by kernel when the
process is created.

Processtextsegment
is initialized directly
from programtext

section.

Process data
segment(s) are

initialized from idata
andwdatasections.

Process stack and BSS
(e.g., heap) segment(s) are

zero-filled.

Process BSS segment may be
expanded at runtime with a
system call (e.g., Unix sbrk)
called by the heap manager

routines.

Textandidata segments
may be write-protected.
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Review: Virtual AddressingReview: Virtual Addressing

text

data

BSS

user stack

args/env
kernel

data

virtual
memory

(big)

physical
memory
(small)

virtual-to-physical
translations

User processes
address memory
throughvirtual

addresses.

The kernel and the
machine collude to

translate virtual
addresses to

physical addresses.

The kernel controls
the virtual-physical
translations in effect

for each space.

The machine does not
allow a user process
to access memory
unless the kernel
“says it’s OK”.

The specific mechanisms for memory
management and address translation are

machine-dependent.

Memory Management 101Memory Management 101

Once upon a time...memory was called “core”, and programs
(“jobs”) were loaded and executed one by one.

• load image in contiguous physical memory

start execution at a known physical location

allocate space in high memory for stack and data

• address text and data using physical addresses

prelink executables for known start address

• run to completion
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Memory and MultiprogrammingMemory and Multiprogramming

One day, IBM decided to load multiple jobs in memory at
once.

• improve utilization of that expensive CPU

• improve system throughput

Problem 1: how do programs address their memory space?
load-time relocation?

Problem 2: how does the OS protect memory from rogue
programs?

???

Base and Bound RegistersBase and Bound Registers

Goal: isolate jobs from one another, and from their placement
in the machine memory.

• addresses are offsets from the job’sbase address

stored in a machinebase register

machine computeseffective addresson each reference

initialized by OS when job is loaded

• machine checks each offset against job size

placed by OS in abound register
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Base and Bound: Pros and ConsBase and Bound: Pros and Cons

Pro:

• each job is physically contiguous

• simple hardware and software

• no need for load-time relocation of linked addresses

• OS may swap or move jobs as it sees fit

Con:

• memory allocation is a royal pain

• job size is limited by available memory

Variable PartitioningVariable Partitioning

Variable partitioning is the strategy of parking differently sized cars
along a street with no marked parking space dividers.

Wasted space
from external
fragmentation
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Fixed PartitioningFixed Partitioning

Wasted space frominternal fragmentation

The Storage Allocation ProblemThe Storage Allocation Problem

• fixed partitioning leads tointernal fragmentation

• variable partitioning leads toexternal fragmentation

which partition to choose?first fit, best fit, worst fit, next fit?

these strategies don’t help much

• external fragmentation can be fixed by:

compaction (e.g.,copying garbage collection)

coalescing (e.g.,buddy system)

• these issues arise inheap managers

e.g., runtime support for C++newanddelete
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Managing Storage with Pages or BlocksManaging Storage with Pages or Blocks

Idea: allow noncontiguousallocation in fixed blocks.

• partition each (file, memory) intoblocksof 2**N bytes

• partition storage intoslotsof size2**N bytes

blocks are often calledlogical blocksor pages

slots are often calledphysical blocksor frames

Paged allocation simplifies storage management:

• allocate a slot for each block independently

• slots are reusable and interchangeable

no need to search for a “good” slot; any free one will do

• no external fragmentation; low internal fragmentation

Virtual Address TranslationVirtual Address Translation

VPN offset

29 0
13

Example: typical 32-bit
architecture with 8KB pages.

address
translation

Virtual address translation maps a
virtual page number(VPN) to a
physicalpage frame number(PFN):
the rest is easy.

PFN

offset

+

00

virtual address

physical address{

Deliver exception to
OS if translation is not
valid and accessible in
requested mode.
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Translating the Logical Address SpaceTranslating the Logical Address Space

Problem: the system must locate the slot for each block on-
the-fly as programs reference their data.

Applications name data through alogical (virtual) address space
that isolates them from the details of how storage is allocated.

Translate addresses indirectly through alogical-physical map.
The mapM is a function that maps alogical blocknumber in the

address space to aphysical slotnumber in storage.
slot_index = Map(logical_address >> N)

Block offset (low-orderN bits of the address) is unchanged.
offset = logical_address & ((2**N) - 1)

physical_address = (slot_index << N) + offset

Examples of Logical-to-Physical MapsExamples of Logical-to-Physical Maps

1. files: block map (“inode” in Unix)

• logical-physical map is part of the file metadata

map grows dynamically; file’s byte length is stored in the inode

• the block map is stored on disk and cached in memory

• block size is a power-of-two multiple of the disk sector size

2. virtual memory: page tables

• virtual address = virtual page number + offset

• page table is a collection ofpagetableentries(ptes)

• each valid pte maps a virtual page to apage frame number
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A Simple Page TableA Simple Page Table

PFN 0
PFN 1

PFN i

page #i offset

user virtual address

PFN i
+

offset

process page table

physical memory
page frames

In this example, each
VPN j maps to PFNj,

but in practice any
physical frame may be

used for any virtual page.

Each process/VAS has
its own page table.

Virtual addresses are
translated relative to

the current page table.

The page tables are
themselves stored in
memory; a protected

register holds a pointer to
the current page table.

Nachos: A Peek Under the HoodNachos: A Peek Under the Hood

data data
user space

MIPS instructions
executed by SPIM

Nachos
kernel

SPIM
MIPS emulator

shell cp

Machine
object

fetch/execute
examine/deposit

SaveState/RestoreState
examine/deposit

Machine::Run()

ExceptionHandler()

SP

Rn

PC

registers memory

page
table

process
page
tables


